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DRC’S MINISTER
OF MINES

CCA CONFERENCE FOCUSES ON
BUILDING THE INFRASTRUCTURE
FOR NIGERIA’S VISION 20:2020
CCA and the Embassy of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria in Washington, D.C.
held a two-day U.S.-Nigeria Infrastructure
Conference October 10-11, highlighting
to U.S. companies the many investment
opportunities available in Nigeria’s
infrastructure sector. The event was planned
as part of President Goodluck Jonathan’s
transformational agenda to place Nigeria
among the top 20 world economies by
the year 2020 with a GDP of $900 billion.
Numerous Nigerian Ministers, State
Governors and government representatives
outlined specific project opportunities for
roads, rail, aviation, water and information
communication technology.
Opening remarks were made by CCA
President and CEO Stephen Hayes,
Assistant Secretary of State for African
Affairs Ambassador Johnnie Carson and
the Ambassador of Nigeria to the United
States Ade Adefuye. The Honorable Minister
of Works in Nigeria, His Excellency Mike
Onolememen spoke at length about what
is necessary to achieve Nigeria’s vision,

as well as the many profitable investment
opportunities available for the U.S. private
sector. He highlighted the important role
of Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) in
future collaborations between the two
countries. He referenced the United States
when speaking of the relationship between
infrastructure spending and economic
growth, saying, “Good infrastructure is
critical to the overall development on the
Nigerian economy, which in turn impacts
the standard of living of all Nigerians. The
connection between good infrastructure
and economic well being of a nation
was made some decades ago by no
less a personality than former president
John Kennedy of the U.S.” Minister
Onolememen described the success
of MTN and The Dangote Group, two
companies that took a risk investing heavily
in Nigeria years before the investment
climate was as favorable and business
friendly as it is today.
The Minister of Mines and Steel, His
Excellency Mohammad Sada spoke of
Continued on next page...

On September 21,
CCA’s DRC Working
Group hosted a
delegation from
the Democratic
Republic of the
Congo, providing a
platform to inform
and connect U.S.
businesses with
the investment
opportunities
available in the
Congo. His Excellency Martin Kabwelulu,
the Honorable Minister of Mines, spoke
first of the importance of the Congo to the
entire African continent, before making
the case that external players have been
impeding the Congo’s development in
the eastern part of the country. He gave a
compelling presentation that highlighted
the vast untapped potential of the mining
sector, emphasizing the fact that only 30
percent of the mineral resources in the
Congo are currently being exploited. The
Congolese government is actively seeking
U.S. partners for mining, but also for
critical supporting infrastructure, especially
airports and railroads. He stressed that
the Congolese government will include
its international partners in the continued
reform of the mining code, and outlined
his transformational plan for the Congo to
industrialize and capitalize on its natural
resources. He emphasized the steps the
government has been taking to foster a
business friendly climate and to improve
transparency, as well as the Congo’s EITI
(Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative)
membership. In response to a question
about the government’s relationship with
China, Minister Kabwelulu explained
that after the first free and fair election in
2006, the Congolese government hoped
many international partners would come
and invest. After waiting two years, they
partnered with the Chinese by default
because the U.S. and other Western nations
seemed uninterested. He expressed his
desire for a stronger partnership and again
openly welcomed U.S. investors to the
Congo.
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the vast mineral resources within Nigeria,
aside from oil, that remain unexploited. His
Excellency Olugbenga Ashiru, Minister of
Foreign Affairs, noted that Nigeria’s foreign
policy is centered around encouraging
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and
supporting President Goodluck Jonathan’s
domestic growth agenda. He has directed
Nigerian diplomats to focus on this
mission, explaining, “Our ambassadors and
diplomats would be the foot-soldiers in this
new approach for the purpose of achieving
our Vision 20:2020 and bringing economic
benefits to Nigeria. We believe that our
efforts at convincing potential investors
must rest squarely on the transformation
of the domestic programs and a conducive
environment.” His Excellency Samuel
Ortom, Minister for State on Trade and
Investment, echoed this sentiment and
noted that the government has taken many
steps to make doing business in Nigeria
easier. Principally, the government has
reduced transaction costs, simplified the
process of establishing a new business
entity and made available tax holiday
concessions for pioneering companies
operating in economically disadvantaged
areas.
Honorable Governors Al-Makura,
Kwankwaso and Obi represented their
respective States of Nasarawa, Kano and
Anambra. They spoke about sector-specific

investment opportunities and noted that
their administrations are working hard to
ensure a continued stable and transparent
environment that welcomes foreign
investors.
Kehinde Lawanson, Executive Director
of Corporate Banking, First Bank of
Nigeria, stressed that creating an enabling
framework for PPP’s to succeed will
be critical to financing the massive
infrastructure needs of the country. He
noted that traditionally the government has
been the sole financier of these projects,
but that the private sector is needed for
Nigeria to keep pace with its development
goals and reach the estimated $15 billion in
annual spending that will be required.
A panel featuring success stories from the
Continued on page 7...
Ade Adefuye, Ambassador of Nigeria to the U.S.

Johnnie Carson, Assistant Secretary of African Affairs
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His Excellency, President Goodluck Ebele Jonathan (GCFR), President of the Federal Republic of Nigeria and
Paul Hinks, President, Symbion Power and Chairman, CCA

CCA HOLDS DINNER FOR PRESIDENT JONATHAN
On September 26, CCA hosted a special
dinner in honor of His Excellency, President
Goodluck Ebele Jonathan (GCFR), President
of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, during
his visit to New York City for the UN General
Assembly meetings.
The dinner served to further the existing,
mutually beneficial relationship established
between CCA and Nigeria. CCA also
recently collaborated with the Embassy of
Nigeria in Washington, D.C. to successfully
organize the “Nigerian Investment Forum on

Power Sector” in March 2011, the “Nigeria:
Transforming Agriculture through Investment
Forum” in April 2012 and the “U.S.-Nigeria
Infrastructure Conference” last month.
CCA Vice President, Robert Perry
addressed the attendees and described
these collaborations as tangible support of
President Jonathan’s Transformation Agenda
for Nigeria. He went on to express his respect
and admiration for the distinguished leader
of one of the foremost nations in Africa.
CCA Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

of Symbion Power, Paul Hinks thanked the
President and announced Symbion’s recently
won concession for the operation of the
Ughelli Power Plant in conjunction with
Transcorp Plc.
In his keynote remarks, President Jonathan
said he remains optimistic that the Nigerian
economy will bounce from its present ‘gloom
to boom.’ Accordingly, Jonathan announced
that Nigeria’s foreign policy would henceforth
be based on attracting greater foreign direct
investments to accelerate domestic growth
and create jobs for Nigerians.
“I am confident that by 2015, Nigeria would
have witnessed transformation in all sectors
to the benefit of not only its citizens, but also
those who have an interest in the country,” he
said.
On the security challenges the country is
still facing, the President declared that his
administration was on top of the situation.
“We are dealing with the issue decisively. It
will soon be a thing of the past.”
Jonathan said the Nigerian government was
committed to promoting the development
of a knowledge-driven economy to enhance
the security of life and property, accelerate
growth and provide more jobs to check youth
restiveness. He told the gathering of leading
American businessmen and investors that
attracting foreign investments to support the
realization of his administration’s National
Transformation Agenda is now the pillar of
Nigeria’s foreign policy.
Over 200 guests, drawn mainly from CCA
member companies, U.S. and Nigeria
private sector and top U.S. government
representatives, attended the event.

AFRICA TRADE OFFICE AND CCA MOU: ENSURING A SUCCESSFUL COLLABORATION
Elizabeth Crittenden, you are the
International Business Development
Specialist at the Africa Trade Office (ATO).
Can you please tell us more about what the
purpose of your organization is and what
your area of expertise is?
The Africa Trade
Office (ATO) is
a component of
the International
Business Division of
the Prince George’s
County Economic
Development
Corporation
(PGCEDC/Int’l)
based in Largo,
Maryland. The ATO
was established in
2008 to encourage trade between U.S. and
African SMEs. The PGCEDC collaborated with
Senator Benjamin and the SBA to accomplish
this. Even though grant funding ended two
years ago, the ATO offers, on a scaled back
basis, seminars, trade missions, international
business counseling and business-to-business
meetings between African and Maryland
companies. ATO goals are in alignment with
the PGCEDC goals to grow the county’s
commercial tax base and increase the number
of high paying jobs in the county.
As the International Business Development
Specialist, I provide services to companies
for the entire PGCEDC/Int’l division. Our

business opportunities in Senegal. ATO will
launch an agribusiness course to support
farmers in another West African nation, as
well.
approach is three-pronged and partially
In 2011, PGCEDC signed a Memorandum
reflects the international strategic plan for
of Understanding with CCA and began to
PGCEDC: Follow an export-driven strategy,
work closely with CCA’s U.S.-Africa Business
identify business through U.S. and thirdCenter (USABC). Can you tell us more about
country-funded international development
your work with USABC?
projects and target a smaller select group of
It has been a joy to work directly with the
strong, emerging countries for business, for
USABC team. They really help to keep
example Ghana and South Africa.
the ATO in the loop and are tireless in
Are there particular countries in Africa on
working with us, and our companies, to get
which you focus?
information that will ultimately assist all
parties.
Deliberate focus is being placed on Ghana
and South Africa, two undeniably emerging
ATO recruited its member companies from
economies on the continent. However, ATO
the county to participate at CCA’s 2011
will engage other countries when a county
International Partnerships Conference: Doing
firm has a specific opportunity (i.e. a contract) Business with Africa. What role did USABC
and needs assistance from our office. We will play in your members’ participation?
also pursue business on the continent through
Clearly ATO companies gained access that
contract opportunities that appear with
otherwise would not have been afforded or
various international development agencies.
affordable. Companies networked with much
Is it still active? What makes ATO services so larger companies and saw opportunities
unique?
to market themselves to those larger firms.
The post-mission follow up was also great.
Absolutely, on October 18 we joined forces
A very significant, prime contractor for
with the Maryland Office of the Secretary of
many international federal contracts held
the State to recruit for the Sister State Trade
Mission to Nigeria (Nov. 8-21). The ATO is co- meetings with each firm to unveil specific
competencies and to look for skill sets that
hosting the trade mission. Also in November,
could be used immediately.
the ATO is holding a two-day conference
as a partner with a Senegalese business
development organization to showcase
Continued on page 7...
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FINANCING AFRICA’S
ECONOMIC GROWTH
On September 27,
CCA organized the
“Financing Africa’s
Economic Growth
Forum” at the Loews
Regency Hotel in
New York City. In
conjunction with
the various U.N.
General Assembly
events that took
place, this event
provided a forum
for Her Excellency Ellen Johnson Sirleaf,
President of the Republic of Liberia, and
investors to discuss Africa’s economic
growth strategies and its vast investment
opportunities. As the keynote speaker
for this event, President Sirleaf discussed
investment opportunities in Africa, as well
as Liberia-specific topics. She discussed
revisions in Liberian laws and regulations
governing banking, mining and financial
services, opportunities for public private
partnerships in the power sector, risk
mitigation for Foreign Direct Investment
and insight on how potential investors can
get involved in the financial market. She
also highlighted specific ongoing projects
that require private sector investments,
such as the Mount Coffee Hydro project,
supported by the EU, and several
infrastructure projects in Liberia that are
supported by the U.S. Overseas Private
Investment Corporation.
Following her remarks, Paul Talley, COO
of Zanbato Group interviewed President
Sirleaf to expand on the themes she raised.
Talley subsequently moderated a panel
discussion that included David Applefield
of the Financial Times, Wanda Felton
of U.S. Ex-Im Bank, Charles Mudiwa of
Standard Bank Malawi and Ambassador
Charles Sefue of the Republic of Tanzania.
These panelists addressed a range of topics
from political risk and investment rationale
to infrastructure growth forecasts across the
continent engaging the audience of bank,
private equity firms and other company
representatives.
Sponsored by Symbion Power, Pan African
Capital Group, LLC and Standard Bank,
the event was followed by a networking
reception for the panelists, CCA members
and the investment community.

EXCEEDING
EXPECTATIONS
ON DELIVERY,
QUALITY AND
NEEDLEWORK

The USAID
Southern Africa
Trade Hub
(Trade Hub) and
the American
Apparel &
Footwear Association (AAFA) recently
concluded Africa roundtable discussions in
New York, Los Angeles and Miami with the
likes of Passport Brands, The Jones Group,
Ann, Inc., Astor & Black, Orvis, Macy’s,
Bebe, Pacific Sunwear, Kellwood, Restore
Clothing, Ralph Lauren and Edun. The
conversations surrounded the growth of
the garment industry in Lesotho, Botswana,
Mozambique, Swaziland and South Africa
since the passing of AGOA duty-free
legislation in 2000 and the diversification
of garment products being produced. The
region now produces complicated sewing
and finished products. For example, nearly
all (98 percent) of the woven products
made in Lesotho were jeans wear in
2004. By 2010, 76 percent of Lesotho’s
production was jeans wear, 11 percent
work wear and 17 percent men’s wear and
women’s wear. The diversification trend
continued in 2011 dropping jeans wear
to 63 percent. In addition, it can meet
shorter runs. Participants came away from
the Africa roundtables better aware of the
challenges and resources available to them
as they look to source from this market.
U.S. brands and retails such as Kellwood,
who manufactured a range of its brands in
Madagascar, Lesotho and Swaziland until
2005, were intrigued by the diversification
taking place. Astor & Black, maker of
made-to-measure custom clothing, and
Pacific Sun, producer of California lifestyle
garments, shared first-hand accounts of the
manufacturing landscape, labor and utilities
costs and lead times/speed to market. Both
companies had recently returned from
Southern Africa where they visited several
factories. They hope to identify additional
manufacturers in Mauritius, as well as new
partners in Swaziland and Lesotho, with
spare capacity to produce their woven
and knits garments. Furthermore, Astor &
Black expressed the possibility of shifting
30 to 40 percent of its clothing to Southern
Africa as early as next year, due in large
part to a $200 savings on high value
garments. Although Africa is a small part
of U.S. companies’ sourcing portfolios, the
continent has a place in every company’s
portfolio, either for volume/replenishment

or fashion-focused exports to the U.S. and
Europe.
In Los Angeles, the conversations turned
toward something AAFA is seeing more
within the industry–the role of the socially
conscious consumer. Although price,
quality and delivery are still king, there
is a growing trend among consumers to
want to know from where their clothes
come. Consumers are curious about how
the garment workers are treated and how
the production of their clothes might affect
the environment. Accordingly, a growing
percentage of apparel and footwear
companies such as Edun, a fashion brand
that brings positive change through its
trading relationship with Africa, are
focusing on the story behind their products.
These roundtables were part of a larger
initiative by the Trade Hub and AAFA
to promote apparel and footwear
manufacturing in Southern Africa. In April
2013, the Trade Hub and AAFA will support
LTE South Africa’s Source Africa event,
which takes place in Cape Town, South
Africa. Source Africa will include two days
of exhibition, a matchmaking program,
factory site visits and the AAFA-led
business seminars. The Trade Hub’s support
of Source Africa and LTE South Africa
further advances the Trade Hub’s efforts
to promote intra-regional market linkages
and improve regional manufacturers’
productivity and competitiveness in this
global value chain. For AAFA, Source Africa
is an opportunity to handle members’
concerns about sourcing in Africa and
hear first-hand accounts of factories
exceeding expectations on delivery, quality,
needlework and partnerships. The Trade
Hub and AAFA’s active support of Source
Africa will help facilitate this, and presents
an opportunity for African manufacturers
to showcase African made textiles, apparel,
footwear and services to international and
African buyers.

The USAID Southern Africa Trade Hub (SATH) aims
to increase international competitiveness, intraregional trade, and food security in the Southern
African Development Community region. Starting in
FEBRUARY 2010, SATH began delivering targeted
technical assistance to governments, the private sector,
and civil society organizations in support of advancing
regional integration and increasing the trade capacity
of selected value chains within Southern Africa.
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AGRICULTURAL
COOPERATIVES
KEY FOR FOOD
SECURITY
The Ministry of Agriculture said that
agricultural cooperatives are key elements for
food security and the eradication of poverty in
Ethiopia.
Speaking at an event marking this year’s
World Food Day nationally in Hosaena, the
administrative center of the Hadiya Zone, the
State Minister of Agriculture, Mitiku Kassa,
said that the role of cooperatives in every
state is vital in addressing both social and
economic problems.
According to him, cooperatives have created
job opportunities for hundreds of millions
of citizens globally. In order to maximize
the role of agricultural cooperatives and
encourage their efforts, different governmental
and non-governmental organizations should
support them in a proper manner, he added.
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
Director General, Jose Graziano da Silva,
through his representative, said that the theme
“Agricultural Cooperatives: Key to Feeding the
World” was chosen for this year’s celebration
to highlight the many, concrete ways in
which agricultural cooperatives and producer
organizations help to provide food security,
generate employment and lift people out of
poverty.
He said small producers around the world
continue to face constraints that keep them
from reaping the benefits of their labor
and contributing to food security, not only
for themselves, but for all, through active
participation in markets every day. However,
poor infrastructure and limited access to
services and information, productive assets
and markets, as well as poor representation
in decision-making processes mean that this
potential is not realized, he said.
“It has been repeatedly said that we have the
means to eliminate hunger and malnutrition.
What is needed is the establishment of an
enabling environment that allows small
producers to take full advantage of available
opportunities. Strong cooperatives and
producer organizations are an essential part of
that enabling environment,” he noted.
World Food Programme (WFP) Representative
and Country Director, Abdou Dieng said,
“Agriculture remains the main source of
employment and income in rural areas, where
the majority of the world’s poor and hungry
people live; rural agricultural cooperatives
play a key role in feeding the world.
Agricultural cooperatives support smallholder
farmers and marginalized groups, such as
young people and women, whose pooled
resources provide them purchasing and
negotiating power. Rural cooperatives also
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empower their members economically and
socially through better access to markets and
create sustainable rural employment.”
Dieng further indicated that the UN World
Food Programme is well known for its
assistance with general food distributions.
“However, one has to acknowledge that the
best gift we can give to a country is for us to
be able to leave this country, which will mean
that food assistance has become irrelevant.”
Hadiya Zone Administration Deputy Manager,
Degela Ergano for his part said that the role of
collective action such as farmers cooperatives
and self-help groups in providing some of the
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services to members and reducing transaction
costs is very significant. According to Ergano,
there are 1923 farmers cooperatives engaged
in seventeen diversified activities with over
134,423 members. Government’s action
in this regard is to provide an enabling
environment of regulation, enforcement and
infrastructure for well-managed cooperatives.
This article was provided by CCA member
allAfrica.com. AllAfrica Global Media is a multimedia content service provider, systems technology
developer and the largest electronic distributor of
African news and information worldwide.

CCA MEMBER PROFILES

Graebel global mobility experts manage
services worldwide including subSahara Africa, and has 37 partners in
the 53 African nations. Contact Graebel
for transportation, logistics services for

special projects, high-value, heavy and
project cargo, food aid, pharmaceuticals,
medical equipment, humanitarian goods,
general freight and household goods. The
Company’s mandatory high standards are

Established in 2007 with the objective of
managing infrastructure investments across
Africa, Harith General Partners Ltd is the
premier infrastructure private equity firm in
Africa. Most notably, Harith is the general
manager for the largest infrastructure
dedicated private equity fund in Africa—the
Pan-African Infrastructure Development
Fund (PAIDF). PAIDF is a $630 million
fund that has been recognized by African
Investor as the Infrastructure Fund of the
Year for three consecutive years (20102012). PAIDF is also fully funded by African
capital.
Headquartered in Sandton, South Africa
and with offices in Ghana, Tunisia, and the
UK, the Harith team has over 150 years of
collective financing experience in Africa.
Currently in the midst of raising its
second fund, PAIDF2, Harith has recently

The U.S. Pharmacopeia (USP) is an
independent, scientific nonprofit
organization that sets standards for the
quality of medicines, food ingredients, and
dietary supplements. While USP is not part
of the government, its drug standards are
enforceable in the U.S. by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA). USP standards
are used in more than 140 countries,
reflecting the dramatic globalization of the

pharmaceutical industry and USP’s unique
role in strengthening public health systems
worldwide.
Chief among USP’s global public health
programs is the long-standing Promoting
the Quality of Medicines program (PQM).
Funded by USAID, PQM assists regulators
in developing countries to combat
substandard and counterfeit medicines
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self-performed on-the-ground by vetted
local moving African agencies for Fortune
500 and U.S. government agency clients.
Graebel has completed food-aid and
major project cargo into many coastal and
land locked nations like Burkina Faso,
Central Africa Republic, Chad, Mali, Niger,
Rwanda, South Sudan, Uganda, Zambia
and Zimbabwe. To learn more, email
AfricaDesk@graebel.com or contact John
Roller at jroller@graebel.com.

partnered with Kupanda Capital, a boutique
investment platform that enables investors
and businesses to successfully plan,
execute and manage their ventures in
Africa. Bolstered by their deep relationships
with premier sources of capital, transaction
experience in nearly every African country
and a robust network across the continent,
Harith and Kupanda Capital are poised to
scale up infrastructure investment in Africa.
Together, Harith and Kupanda Capital aim
to cultivate innovative partnerships with
North American firms seeking to enter the
African market and will work together to
deliver superior returns to investors.
For more information on Harith, visit
www.harith.co.za, and for more
information on Kupanda Capital visit
www.kupandacapital.com.

– particularly those for HIV/AIDS,
tuberculosis, and malaria. PQM operates
in more than 30 countries in Sub-Saharan
Africa, Southeast Asia, Latin America, and
Eastern Europe. USP is expanding its global
impact through initiatives and interventions
that focus on sustainable local and regional
capabilities in helping to ensure the quality
of medicines. USP’s latest effort in Accra,
Ghana, is a Center for Pharmaceutical
Advancement and Training (CePAT) which
will serve all of Sub-Saharan Africa. USP
is deeply committed to the expansion
of these and other programs in order to
affect a long-term, far-reaching benefit in
underserved populations around the world.
For more information, visit www.usp.org.

CCA CONFERENCE FOCUSES ON BUILDING THE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
NIGERIA’S VISION 20:2020 ...continued from front page.

Stephen Hayes,
CCA President & CEO

private sector reinforced the presentations
made by the Nigerian government. Mr.
Charles Johnston spoke of Citibank’s
successes in Nigeria, and noted that the
telecommunications and power sectors
look particularly promising in the future.
Ms. Carolyn Brehm represented Procter
& Gamble (P&G) and spoke of how the
large population and number of infants in
the country, combined with an emerging
middle class of consumers, makes Nigeria a
critically important market for her company.
She also added that P&G is providing jobs
in Nigeria, with locals accounting for 96
percent of their employees. Paul Hinks,
President and CEO of Symbion Power and
Chairman of CCA, relayed his company’s
experience doing business in Nigeria.
He stressed that the privatization process
has been very transparent, and that his
company was able to successfully win
a bid for a major power facility without
once being asked to use any unofficial
middlemen or pay any bribes.

CCA’s U.S.-Nigeria Infrastructure
Conference also provided the opportunity
for companies to have more detailed
discussions with representatives of the
Nigerian government relevant to their
sector through private meetings. To follow
up on the positive first contacts and
relationships built at the conference, CCA
is planning an infrastructure trade mission
to Nigeria January 14-16, 2013 at the
invitation of the Nigerian Minister of Works
Onolememen. CCA invites interested
companies to join this mission aimed at
bringing U.S. experts in aviation, housing
and urban development, ICT, minerals,
rail systems, road and bridges, and water
resources to meet with senior government
officials and business leaders in Abuja,
Lagos and Port Hartcourt.
For more information and to join the U.S.
Nigerian Trade Mission please contact Theo
Wellington at twellington@africacncl.org or
Robert Perry at rperry@africacncl.org.

RECENT EVENTS
9/27: CCA presents “Financing Africa’s
Economic Growth Forum”
10/2: CCA and the U.S. Department of
State present “An Investment Dialogue with
Select African Countries”

10/10-11: U.S.-Africa Nigeria
Infrastructure Conference

ABOUT US

...continued from page 3.
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CCA welcomes Karl Wycoff, who will be
working at CCA on detail from the U.S.
Department of State for the next year.
CCA welcomes new members Harith
Fund Managers and U.S. Pharmacopeial
Convention.

10/11: Monthly Agribusiness Breakfast

ATO AND CCA MOU: ENSURING A SUCCESSFUL COLLABORATION
What role did USABC play in the ATO’s and
its members’ participation at CCA’s 2011
Private Sector/Civil Society AGOA Forum?
Did you have any expectations going to
Zambia? What were they and were they met?
I was able to travel on the mission to Zambia
for the AGOA conference. It was an amazing
outpouring of interest in partnerships with
U.S. companies. The three U.S. companies
that joined the ATO delegation received an
opportunity to participate in a pre-conference
roundtable that was fantastic. Throughout the
conference the ATO booth was swamped, we
were in charge of facilitating all one-on-one
meetings for conference participants.
Were there any follow-ups as a result of your
participation - challenging or positive?
Yes, the debriefing with our U.S. delegation
revealed the need to put more MOUs in place
with the sectors that we engage. For example,
it would have been great to have had an
agreement in place with the housing ministry
or mining industry. Some discussion took
place along those lines, and perhaps CCA can
help us close the loop.
Has USABC been resourceful in your followups? If so, how?
Again, meeting with larger companies is

TRANSITIONS

invaluable. Receiving lists of products they
need scores big with the SMEs that we
support.
There are many synergies between the ATO
and USABC, can you think of activities ATO
can undertake in collaboration with USABC
to encourage the business community in PG
County to participate more aggressively in
U.S.-Africa trade?
I think pre-mission DVCs are helpful and so
are webcasts that CEOs can plug into from
their desks. For SMEs, I would like the ATO to
join with CCA to develop a mentor-protégé
program locally that will help firms take
advantage of the plethora of international
opportunities centralized in the Washington
Metropolitan Area.

The U.S.-Africa Business Center is made possible
by the support of the American people through the
United States Agency for International Development
(USAID) and by CCA. The contents of this document
are the sole responsibility of CCA and do not
necessarily reflect the views of USAID or the United
States.
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The Corporate
Council on Africa
(CCA), established
in 1993, is at
the forefront of
strengthening
and facilitating
the commercial
relationship
between the
United States and the African continent.
CCA works closely with governments,
multilateral groups and business to
improve the African continent’s trade
and investment climate, and to raise
the profile of Africa in the U.S. business
community.
CCA members believe that Africa’s future
success depends upon the ability of its
entrepreneurs and business people to
create and retain wealth through private
enterprise. American corporations and
private individuals can contribute most
effectively by building partnership and
reaching out to the African private sector
in the areas that America knows best:
private enterprise, investment capital,
technology transfer and management.
CCA programs are designed to bring
together potential business partners and
raise Africa’s investment profile in the
US by developing critical contacts and
business relationships and providing a
forum for the exchange of information
and ideas.

For more information about
The Africa e-Journal,
please contact cca@africacncl.org.

MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATE COUNCIL ON AFRICA
Abt Associates, Inc.
ACDI/VOCA
Acrow Corporation
Advanced African Solutions
AES Corporation
Africa Atlantic
African Leadership Development Council
Afri-Tech Group, LLC
AGCO Corporation
AllAfrica Global Media
American Cancer Society
American Patriot Solar Community
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation
APR Energy, LLC
Atlantean, LLC
Baird’s U.S. LLC
Baker Hostetler, LLP
Biowish Africa Ltd
Black Rhino Group
Black & Veatch
Bloomberg
Bode Technology Group, Inc.
BroadReach Healthcare
Buchanan Renewable Energies, Inc.
CAMAC International
Cardno Emerging Markets USA, Ltd.
Cargill
Caterpillar, Inc.
Chevron Corporation
CHF International
Cohen & Woods International, Inc.
Commerce Ghana, LLC
Computer Frontiers, Inc.
Cummins, Inc.
Danya International
De Villiers, Inc.
Development Alternatives, Inc.
Development Finance International, Inc.
DLA Piper LLP
DynCorp International
EAI Information Systems
Eleqtra
Emerging Capital Partners
Energy International, Inc
Engility
EOD Technology, Inc.
ERHC Energy Inc.
Eskom
Essex Construction
Ethiopian Airlines
Eurasia Group
Exxon Mobil Corporation
Fayus, Inc.

FHI 360
Firestone Natural Rubber Company,
LLC
FMR Consulting, Inc.
Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold,
Inc.
General Electric Company
Good Works International
Graebel
GrainPro, Inc.
GreenbergTraurig, LLP
Groupe Jeune Afrique
Harith Fund Managers
Hess Corporation
Hightowers Petroleum Company
Hyperdynamics Corporation
IAP Worldwide Services
IBM
International Conservation Caucus
Foundation
International Relief and Development
ISOA
Jean-Raymond Boulle Corporations
Jefferson Waterman International
JHPIEGO
KEMET Corporation
Kenya Airways
KJAER Group
Kosmos Energy
KRL International, LLC
L-3 MPRI
Lazare Kaplan International, Inc.
LDB Consulting
Learning Centers Development Group
Lockheed Martin
LONRHO
Manchester Trade/CTD America
Marathon Oil Company
Mars, Incorporated
McLarty Associates
MEBS International
Medtronic
Microsoft Corporation
Minority Business Development
Agency
MITC Investimentos Lda.
Morrell Agro Industries, PLC
Motorola Solutions
Moving Water Industries Corp.
National 4-H Council
Noble Energy, Inc.
Novel Commodities
Novus International, Inc.

Odoi Associates, Inc.
Oracle Corporation
PAE
Pan African Capital Group, LLC
Parker Associates Global, LLC
Pfizer
Pike Enterprises, Inc.
Pioneer Hi-Bred International
Polsinelli Shalton Flanigan and
Suelthaus
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Procter & Gamble
Project Development International
Rabin Martin
REED Incorporated
Roth Construction, Inc.
RTT
Ryberg & Smith, LLP
Samuels International Associates,
Inc.
Schaffer Global Group
Schiff Hardin, LLP
Schneidman & Associates,
International
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL)
SEACOM
Shell
Sithe Global
SNR Denton
SOC
South African Airways
Standard Bank Group, Ltd.
Star Building Systems
Sunrock Institute
Symbion Power
Tetra Tech, Inc.
The Africa Channel
The Boeing Company
The Coca Cola Company
The Liberia Company
The Whitaker Group
United Bank for Africa, Plc.
Universal Leaf Tobacco Company
United States Pharmacopeial Convention
Veracity Worldwide, LLC
ViaSat
Walmart
WaterHealth International
West Construction, Inc.
World Cocoa Foundation
XeoHealth
Zanbato
Zephyr Management
*List as of 10/22/12
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